
The Parker Bow Company may
be the quietest giant in our
industry. They continue to

surge ahead in growth and sales with-
out all of the hype and flash of many
other companies. Did you know that
Parker has been honored as “The
Fastest Growing Manufacturer in
Virginia” two years in a row? Or, how
about being named as Inc. Magazines
300th and 231st fastest growing com-
panies in America in separate years?
The secret to their success is excellent
management, a terrific product, and
laser-like focus on customer satisfac-
tion. One of the major keys to their
hunting bow success is their ability to
make a bow with an incredibly
smooth draw cycle. Bowhunters sim-
ply enjoy shooting their Parker bows.

Parker’s BlackHawk is designed to
offer the archer an all-around
bowhunting rig that combines their
signature smooth draw with fast IBO
speeds. This bow is loaded with fea-

tures including Xtreme Parallel (XP)
limbs, LimbSaver dampeners on the
riser, limbs and string, adjustable
string stop system, contoured two-
piece grip and the BlackHawk ARC
Cam.

Riser Features and Accessories:
Parker gives their BlackHawk an

open format riser meaning that there
is plenty of space and open air where
riser material used to be. The 6061
aluminum is CNC machined into its
final form leaving what the company
calls “Quad Venting” or “Cross
Venting” near each end of the riser.
Parker designed this side-to-side and
front to back venting to lighten the
mass weight and curb shot momen-
tum, which works with the riser
dampeners to reduce shock and
vibration. In addition to the practical
results there is an aesthetic value as
well. Parker designed the BlackHawk
for speed with a 3-1/4 inch reflex
geometry. A reflex configuration is
one that positions the limb pocket
pivot points in front of (further away
from the shooter) the deepest part of
the grip. This increases the power
stroke, which is the actual distance

that the archer moves the string from
its resting position to full draw. All
else being equal the result is
increased speed. Of course there is
always the game of give and take that
the manufacturer plays between the
speed gained from reflex geometry
and the stability afforded by a deflex
geometry. Technological advances
have allowed the bow makers to nar-
row the gap somewhat between the
two giving their customers good
speed with substantial stability. The
BlackHawk demonstrated this quality
in testing. 

The BlackHawk blends flowing
lines with a faceted look – like the cuts
in a gemstone. This technical struc-
ture coupled with the cross venting
and other weight reducing cutouts
combine to keep the mass weight to a
very comfortable 3.85 pounds.
Overall riser length is approximately
24.5 inches. The test bow proved to be
well balanced both at rest and at full
draw. It did not have the tendency to
forcefully fall forward after the shot as
some other bows I have tested this
year have done. 

A two-piece contoured grip is
formed to create a low wrist position.
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The grip is made of a glass filled nylon
material and finished to look like
wood. A synthetic material has a
smooth surface for consistent posi-
tioning of the archer’s hand and also
resists cracking better than real wood.
The riser material adjacent to the grip
is chamfered to add comfort.

Other riser features include a
threaded metal stabilizer-mounting
insert, straight carbon cable guard in
full camo finish, riser dampener
cutouts, adjustable string stop system
and Next G-1 camouflage finish. The
finish is film dipped - Generally, film
dipping a component consists of sev-
eral steps: The first step in this
process requires that a sturdy powder
coat be applied electrostatically fol-

lowed by a drying/hardening
period in an oven. Next, a piece of
film with the camo pattern print-
ed on it is placed flat on the sur-
face of the water in a stainless
steel tank.  The film base is dis-
solved by the water, which leaves
only the camo pattern lying on
the water’s surface. The cleaned
and powder coated part is low-
ered through the ink and into the
water. The ink pattern wraps
around the part creating a seam-
less and flawless finish. The riser
or other component is then
removed, rinsed and dried before
a hard protective coat is added.

Customer Connection - What
is it that we care about when it
comes to a riser? 

We want it to be strong- The
CNC machined 6061 aluminum
formula has been tried, tested
and proven thousands of times
over.

We want it to look good-
Parker’s unique blend of venting,
flowing lines, faceted cuts and
Next G-1 camo is very appealing.

We want an effective and
comfortable grip- The synthetic
grip on the BlackHawk is well
contoured and has a smooth fin-
ish for consistent hand position-
ing. 

We want it to contribute to
performance- This bow has one
of the most well balanced struc-
tures I have tested this year – very
stable.
These are the basics that you as a

dealer can mentally mark and recall
as you are speaking to customers.
These are your selling points as it
concerns the riser

Limbs/limb pockets:
BlackHawk limbs are highly pre-

loaded allowing Parker to use a thin-
ner, lighter and more durable profile.
Limbs are solid in construction,
straight in geometry and measure
12.5 inches in length. Desiring to offer
the best available materials on their
high-end rig, Parker has chosen
industry standard Gordon
Composites for their limb material.
Gordon has earned a highly regarded
reputation in the industry offering

materials that are specifically suited
for the rigors and stresses of a com-
pound bow. They have experienced
tremendous success. For the
BlackHawk Gordon’s Power tuff mate-
rial is CNC machined into its final
form. Once complete, individual
limbs are tested and given a “deflec-
tion” value. This value is used to
match limbs so that they are bal-
anced from top to bottom. This
ensures maximum consistency and
efficiency. One of the most important
characteristics of the BlackHawk
limbs is found in their XP – Extreme
Parallel – design. At full draw the XP
limbs reach a parallel position. Limbs
that reach a parallel position at full
draw distribute the force from release
in equal and opposite directions.
Basically this causes the leftover ener-
gy after propelling the arrow to be
cancelled out as the limbs act in
opposition to one another. A bow that
incorporates this technology has sig-
nificantly reduced shock, vibration
and noise as compared to a similar
bow with upright limb sets. Limbs
can be chosen with peak draw
weights of 60 and 70 pounds. All peak
draw weights can be adjusted 10
pounds down.

Parker has designed a limb pock-
et that uses minimal material while
providing the same control as a larger
pocket. There are two main compo-
nents to this system. The first is a 3/4
cap that covers all but the bottom
surface of the limb tip. This cap con-
trols approximately 1 inch of the
limb’s end. The limb bolt for weight
adjustment is seated into a counter-
sunk hole on the cap. A second com-
ponent in the system measures
approximately .7 inch in width and
cradles the limb on its underside a
couple of inches back from the end. A
synthetic rocker is seated in this piece
between the pocket and limb and is
designed to reduce noise and wear.
Pocket components are CNC
machined from aluminum and are
copper/brown anodized.

Customer Connection - What is it
that we care about when it comes to
limbs and pockets? 

We want limbs that will last-
Gordon materials – definitely a selling
point.

BlackHawk XP by Parker
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We want pockets that provide
the best chance at an accurate and
consistent shot – Parker’s new sys-
tem offers control and consistency at
this critical limb-to-riser interface.

We want limbs that give us the
upper hand when it comes to shock
reduction – This is a big BlackHawk
selling point. Limbs are positioned
to eliminate any leftover energy after
the shot.

Eccentrics: Parker’s ARC eccen-
tric system features two cams and
two modules to handle the entire
draw length range. The Long Draw
cam has a rotating and articulating
module that can be adjusted for
draw lengths between 29 and 31
inches while the Short Draw cam
and module cover the 26 to 28 inch
range. The articulating module is
hinged to change shape and emulate
the performance of individual mod-
ules without the need for separate
pieces. An individual cam for the two
draw length ranges ensures maxi-
mum performance at each individ-
ual draw length selection. A quick
look at the draw cycle attached will
indicate that the Blackhawk not only
generates good speed, it also has a
super smooth draw.

Both idler wheel and cam ride
on sealed bearings and stainless
steel axles. The axles have been pol-
ished and surface hardened to 65R.
System generated letoff is advertised
at 75 percent. Cams, like the limb
pockets, are copper/brown
anodized.

Customer Connection – what do
we want out of our cam systems?

We want speed – I understand
that not everyone is hung up on
speed, however, you don’t have to be
hung up on it to appreciate what it
does for distance judging and pene-
tration power.

Advertised at 325 fps IBO the
BlackHawk is sure to please those
looking for a little extra zip in their
arrows.

We want a comfortable draw
cycle – Again, if you look at the shape
of the draw cycle you will see that
Parker has been successful at creat-
ing a smooth draw and speed – all on

the same cam. For an
even smoother draw and
easy let-down that may
let your customers han-
dle an additional 10
pounds of peak weight,
stock the BlackHawk EZ-
Draw bow, which utilizes
the company’s EZ Cam.
According to Parker’s
Johnny Grace, the orders
for the new EZ-Draw ver-
sions were running
about neck and neck
with the original during
the 2009 ATA Show this
past January.

We want adjustabili-
ty – A good combination
of performance and
adjustability.

We want a letoff that is suitable
for our needs – A 75 percent letoff is
certainly comfortable.

Silencing/Shock reducing fea-
tures: As mentioned earlier a major
factor in the reduction of shock and
vibration is the parallel position of
the limb set at full draw. This alone
has more impact than any other sin-
gle feature. Beyond the limbs this rig
also features an adjustable string
stop system that quickly immobi-
lizes the string after the shot and in
turn reduces noise. The riser also
contains two special cutouts
designed specifically to house
LimbSaver riser dampeners.
LimbSaver limb and string silencers
are also pre-installed at the factory.

Customer Connection – what do
we want to hear when the bow is
shot?

We want to hear nothing, how-
ever, we are reasonable people. We
will take super silent as an alterna-
tive!

All of the components listed
above work together to create a
bowhunting friendly silence. 

Testing
Tests were conducted using the

following equipment:
Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter portable 

shooting machine
Easton Professional Chronograph 

with an infrared lighting system

Oehler M35 Chronograph with 
indoor lighting system

Easton Digital Bow Scale
Last Chance Archery Power Press
Modified Apple Bow Drawing 

Machine
Calibrated Chatillon DFIS 200 

Digital Force Gauge
Calibrated Mitutoyo Dial Calipers 

– 8”
Calibrated steel rule – 36”
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest
Tru Ball Chappy Boss
American Whitetail Large Bag 

Target
Victory Archery Test Arrows

Set up: A 30” draw length and
70-pound draw weight has become
the industry-accepted specs for IBO
ratings. The draw length will be set
according to the requirements of
ASTM F 1544-04 (30 inches +/- .25
inches) and the draw weight will be
set to 70 pounds +/- 1 lb (the +/- 1 lb
requirement is also an ASTM F 1544
-04 requirement). Speeds will be
measured using a correctly spined
350-grain arrow. This weight comes
from the IBO rule, which states that,
“Arrows must weigh at least 5 grains
per pound of the bow’s maximum
shooting weight…” As stated earlier
Arrow Trade bows will be tested at 70
pounds so: using the I.B.O. rule we
would multiply 5 grains x 70 pounds
= 350 grains. To summarize our
ArrowTrade Standard:

Parker BlackHawk XP
Draw Weights: 60 and 70 pound peak
Draw Lengths: 26 to 31 inches (covered by two 

cams with rotating module)
Axle-to-Axle Length: 32 inches 
Tested Brace Height: 7.145 inches  
Mass Weight: 3.85 pounds
Let-Off: 75 percent
Eccentrics: Single cam
Strings and Cables: Brownell’s D-75 Thin 
Tested Speed: 319 fps
Available Finish: Next G-1 Camo
Grip: Two-piece synthetic
Riser: CNC machined 6061-T6 aluminum
Limb Pockets: Vented, minimal, lightweight
Limbs: Gordon Composites Power Tuff
Cable Guard: Straight carbon, camo finish
Warranty: Lifetime with few exceptions
MSRP: $699.95
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Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 1 pound
Draw Length will be set to 30 inches

(+/- .25 inch) ATA (defined by ASTM F
1544-04)

Arrows will be selected according to
the formula set out in the I.B.O. rules
for minimum grains per pound (350
grains)

All arrow velocity ratings must be
measured using a shooting machine
with mechanical release (We will use
the definition of a shooting machine
found in ASTM F 1544-04)

A minimum of five shots must be
chronographed using an arrow as
defined above. The five shots will then
be averaged to obtain the final read-
ing. All velocity values for a given
arrow must fall within a range of 2
ft/sec (Taken from ASTM F 1544-04).

An appropriate chronograph with a
minimum of two gates set no more
than 48 inches apart will be used. The
initial gate will be set at 36 inches
from the front of the bow’s handle.

A single brass nock and QuikTune
300 Arrow Rest were attached to the
bow – nothing more. With the excep-
tion of these two items every bow is
tested as it would be shipped to the
dealer or customer. In other words, if
it has string silencers or other compo-
nents pre-installed it is tested with
them installed. While the ‘official’
velocity rating for our calculations
will be taken with an arrow as defined
above, we will also use two other test
arrows as reference points. This will
be done to bring a bracketed picture
of the bow’s speed performance to
the reader. Test arrows include a light-
weight 350-grain arrow, a mid-weight
420-grain arrow and a relatively heavy
540-grain arrow. Before recording
speeds with these arrows the bow was
first paper tuned with each one. Most
every bowhunter/archer will be able
to extrapolate their approximate
arrow speed in relation to similar set-
up parameters and results presented
from the three test arrows. 

Speed/Velocity Test: Speed was
measured with the two chronographs
listed above – Easton’s model as the
primary and the Oehler as a back-
up/verification unit. Following are
the resulting speed ratings for each in

feet per second rounded to the near-
est whole number:

540-grain arrow
260.7
260.9
261
260.5
260.9
Average: 261 fps

420-grain arrow
291.1
291.8
291.9
291.9
291.6
Average: 292 fps

350-grain arrow
318.8
318.7
319.2
318.9
319.2
Average: 319 fps

Potential customers will general-
ly make their bow purchase choice
based on several factors including the
cost, speed, shot noise, shock/vibra-
tion level, grip and the draw cycle.

In our testing for ArrowTrade
Magazine we try to give you a feel for
how a bow performs in the “subjec-
tive” areas mentioned above as well
as the objective areas. You can then
focus on the bow’s notable subjec-
tive points when interacting with
your customer. The term “subjec-
tive” can basically be translated into
“opinion”.  I will be giving my opin-
ion of this bow’s performance in the
following subjective categories:

Shot noise
Shock and vibration levels
Grip comfort and function
Draw cycle “feel”

The BlackHawk demonstrates
good performance in the shot noise
category with minimal noise report-
ed. A stabilizer provided some addi-
tional noise dampening, however, I
prefer this bow’s balance without a
stabilizer. The small amount of noise
that the test rig did make was short
lived and had a frequency that was
“soft” to my ears. I had a friend shoot
the bow while I listened from various
positions. Down range, near the
intended target (do not try this at
home!), the noise was almost non-
existent. In fact, if anything was noisy
it was the arrow. Still, the Parker
BlackHawk is not the quietest bow I
have tested this year, however, it is
definitely up there with the best.

Shock and vibration levels were
in step with the noise being short
lived and minimal. The slight buzz
felt at the shot was over and done in
an instant. As compared to other rigs
in my shop the Parker was better than
average. The full compliment of
shock, vibration and noise dampen-
ers work well in keeping this rig quiet
and stable.

The synthetic grip is functional
and comfortable, however, I person-
ally prefer wood. The shape is well
formed and the overall size appears
to be well suited for many types of
hands. At full draw the grip positions
the hand repeatedly for a consistent
and more accurate shot. I would also
like to mention here that I was partic-

129Circle 179 on Response Card
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like to mention here that I was partic-
ularly happy with the balance of this
bow. It feels good at rest as well as at
full draw. While aiming the
BlackHawk held steady on the target
and did not drift away easily (a good
thing). The low mass weight also goes
a long way to making this bow com-
fortable in your hands and easy to
maneuver.

Parker is known for producing
rigs with super smooth draw cycles.
The BlackHawk is no exception as is
verified by the attached draw cycle.
Once at peak the bow has a slow and
steady decline across the plateau
before dropping off in a rounded
curve to holding weight. To me, the
draw cycle felt exceptionally consis-
tent from start to finish – no bone jar-
ring changes or teeth rattling drop
offs. Parker’s cams are among the best
drawing in the industry.

Some bows leave you feeling that
you are not totally in control. This can
come from a rough draw cycle,
unusually high mass weight, no valley
whatsoever, a hard jump at the shot
or a host of other unnerving charac-
teristics. Parker’s Blackhawk is a close
opposite of all those things. You will
most likely feel in control and com-
fortable when shooting this bow as I
did – an essential quality in a hunting
rig.  Don’t forget there’s also an EZ-
Draw version this year, for those who
prefer more of an energy-wheel feel.

Test Bow Technical Info 
Using a 350-grain arrow & 70

pound peak draw weight at 30 inch
draw length.

Measured Speed: 319 FPS
Kinetic Energy: 79.105 foot-

pounds 
(This is the energy that actually

goes into propelling the arrow.
Basically it is the energy that is left
over from the stored energy after all of

the bow system friction is accounted
for.)

Stored Energy: 98.11 foot-
pounds

Efficiency Rating: 81 percent
SE/PF Ratio: 1.41
This is the ratio of stored energy

to peak force. In other words what
return are you getting for the power
you supply.

About The Author
Jon E. Silks has a degree in Quality Engineering and works in the area of nonde-
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done more than 400 product reviews. Manufacturers who appreciate his thor-
oughness and frankness have often asked him to review products that are still in
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Silk’s work has
appeared on the web
on Bowhunting.net and
Bowsite.com and has
been published in
Petersen’s Bowhunting,
Bowhunter, Arrow
Adventure, and White-
tail Fanatic, along with
ArrowTrade. Jon and
Jennifer Silks have six
children and live in
Pennsylvania. Silks can
be reached at jon@silk-
soutdoors.com.
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